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Abstract

We propose a novel multipurpose watermarking scheme� in which robust and fragile watermarks are

simultaneously embedded� for copyright protection and content authentication� By quantizing a host

image�s wavelet coe�cients as masking threshold units �MTUs�� two complementary watermarks are

embedded using cocktail watermarking and they can be blindly extracted without access to the host

image� For the purpose of image protection� the new scheme guarantees that� no matter what kind of

attack is encountered� at least one watermark can survive well� On the other hand� for the purpose of

image authentication� our approach can locate the part of the image that has been changed and tolerate

some incidental processes that have been executed� Experimental results show that the performance of

our multipurpose watermarking scheme is indeed superb in terms of robustness and fragility�
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� Introduction

Copyright marking is a relatively new technique used for hiding multimedia information �	�� Its

application is broad� including ownership protection ��� 
� �
� ��� ��� 	�� ���� content authentication

��� �� ��� ��� �	� �� ���� side information conveyance �		�� and so on� For ownership protection�

robustness is one of the major points of concern ���� ���� Watermarks embedded for this purpose

are called robust watermarks� For content authentication� the embedded watermark should be fragile

so that changes or modi�cations of an image will be re�ected in the hidden watermark� This type

of watermark is called a fragile watermark� In side information conveyance� a watermark is required

to convey more information than a robust watermark does� As a consequence� less redundancy can

be employed in this type of watermark �		�� Usually� people call this kind of watermark a captioning

watermark� Most of the existing watermarking schemes are designed for either ownership protection or

content authentication� If there are multiple purposes� then multiple watermarks must be embedded�

Because watermarks of di�erent sorts play di�erent roles� as Mintzer and Braudaway �		� noted� the

order for hidden watermarks is important� They suggested that ownership watermarks should be

embedded �rst� captioning watermarks should be embedded next� and fragile watermarks should be

embedded last� Wu and Liu ���� also presented a similar concept for combining their own image

authentication scheme with an existing ownership protection scheme for �double watermarking�� In

other words� if multiple watermarks having di�erent missions are to be embedded� then one has

to worry about the order of hiding� However� an e�ective mechanism which can embed multiple

watermarks simultaneously is always preferable�

It is well known that an e�ective watermarking scheme has to satisfy a set of typical require�

ments� including transparency �perceptual invisibility�� robustness� oblivious detection� universality�

non�invertibility� and so on� In this paper� our purpose is to develop an oblivious yet highly robust wa�

termarking scheme which can achieve the goal of image authentication and protection simultaneously�

As to the robustness requirement� we have proposed the concept of cocktail watermarking ���� ����

which can resist di�erent kinds of attacks� However� the �rst version of the cocktail watermarking

algorithm was not oblivious� which may leave open the possibility that the original sources were stolen

when they were transmitted over the network� Some previous works ��� 
� ��� �	� �� 	�� ��� have

achieved the oblivious detection requirement but at the expense of robustness especially under stronger

attacks or repeated �combined� attacks� For instance� Kutter et al� ��� predicted an original DCT

coe�cient based on the distorted DCT coe�cients in a local region� Barni et al� ��� skipped the

largest N DCT coe�cients and tried to decorrelate the low�frequency part of a host image and that of

	



an extracted watermark� To eliminate cross�talk between the video signal and the watermark signal�

Hartung et al� ���� applied high�pass �ltering to the attacked watermarked video� The authors in

��� �	� directly used the information of a distorted image as if it came from the original image� Su and

Kuo ���� constructed a pseudo host image from their multi�threshold wavelet codec �MTWC� based

on the assumption that the largest coe�cients are not easily attacked� Recently� Lu and Liao �	�� used

the generalized Gaussian to model a host image� A set of parameters �secret keys� which can be used

to reconstruct the host image is stored� Then� the host image is reconstructed from the stored keys

according to the relative positions with respect to the corresponding watermarked image� In sum�

the correlation values detected using most of the above mentioned methods ��� 
� ��� �	� �� ��� are�

basically� relatively low under strong attacks�

As to image authentication� the previous techniques ��� �	� �� ��� focused on detecting whether an

image was tampered with or not� However� they did not clearly specify how and where the image was

changed� Kundur and Hatzinakos ���� proposed a telltale tamper�proo�ng method to determine the

extent of tampering using a statistics�based tamper assessment function� The quantization process

they designed is more�less sensitive to modi�cations at high�low frequency in the wavelet domain� In

their scheme� over�sensitivity may occur at the small�to�middle scale while under�sensitivity may only

happen at the middle�to�large scale� Under the circumstances� a user can make application�dependent

decisions about whether an image� which is JPEG compressed� still has credibility� However� their

approach violates the nature of the human visual system ����� thus� their system is confused when an

image is JPEG compressed �rst and then maliciously tampered� Another disadvantage associated

with Kundur and Hatzinakos�s approach ���� is that their tampering detection results are very unstable�

As we can see from their quantization process� the value of an extracted watermark is binary� i�e�� �

or �� depending on which quantization interval the tampered coe�cient falls into� Perturbation of a

wavelet coe�cient to the left or to the right by a certain quantity will make the extracted mark di�erent

from the embedded one� Basically� the above mentioned mechanism is suitable for the detection of

modi�cations� However� if the perturbation exceeds one quantization interval� then the extracted

watermark value can be either the same as or di�erent from the embedded one� In other words� some

severe modi�cations beyond the capability of the human visual system will not be identi�ed� Hence�

the watermark value may be determined accidentally� and by the same token� not every a�ected pixel

is guaranteed to be detected� In fact� what they wanted to get was a localized assessment of the

degree of distortion experienced by a group of coe�cients in the wavelet domain through a statistical

measure�
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In order to make the designed image authentication system survive JPEG compression� Lin and

Chang ���� proposed preserving the invariance between the DCT coe�cients before and after quan�

tization such that a digital signature can be formed� However� it was not mentioned whether their

method can survive a compression attack like EZW or other incidental manipulations� They also men�

tioned that the authenticator is su�cient to accept those images that are compressed using JPEG

up to a certain compression ratio or quality factor� To resist other non�malicious processing� their

authenticator can adapt to di�erent situations by adjusting thresholds� For feature�based authenti�

cation systems� Bhattacharjee and Kutter �	� proposed generating a digital signature by encrypting

the feature points of an image� which are relatively less a�ected by lossy compression� Authenti�

cation is then accomplished by comparing the positions of the feature points with those decrypted

from the previously encrypted feature points� Again� it is not clear whether this approach can re�

sist JPEG compression with middle�to�low quality factors because the feature points are liable to

shift under JPEG compression with middle�to�high ratios� Recently� Dittmann et al� ��� presented

a content�based digital signature approach for image�video authentication using edge characteristics�

Their content feature is similar to �	�� but di�erent extraction techniques are used� Unfortunately� the

above mentioned digital signature�based methods can only be used for image authentication but not

for copyright protection since the original image is not watermarked� More complete reviews of image

protection and image authentication can be found in �	� ��� and ���� ���� respectively�

In this paper� we propose a multipurpose watermarking scheme which can simultaneously achieve

copyright protection and content authentication� The proposed scheme can ful�ll the above mentioned

purposes by hiding several multipurpose watermarks at the same time� The validity of our method is

based on simultaneous detection of the robust watermark and the fragile watermark� As a consequence�

the order of hiding �		� is no longer an important issue� We propose to quantize the selected wavelet

coe�cients into masking threshold units� Then� the watermarks can be embedded by modulating the

quantization result into either a right or a left masking threshold unit using cocktail watermarking

���� ���� In the meantime� the original quantization result can be recorded as the hidden watermark

because it is the closest neighbor to the modulated quantization� Hence� the hidden watermark carries

the information of the host image� which can be used to recover the host image with indistinguishable

perceptual degradation� Basically� this information is bene�cial to the detection of robust watermark

and fragile watermark�

The major contribution of this work is twofold� First� a new oblivious watermark detection tech�

nique which is associated with our previously developed cocktail watermarking scheme is proposed�





Since the good characteristics of cocktail watermarking are still maintained� the new oblivious scheme

guarantees high robustness for copyright protection� Second� the extent of modi�cation can be esti�

mated by comparing the hidden watermark with the extracted one� Under the circumstances� any

malicious tampering can be detected while some incidental manipulations can be tolerated� Here� if

the amount of modi�cation exceeds a threshold based on the human visual system �HVS�� then these

modi�cation will be regarded as malicious�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� In Sec� 	� the non�oblivious cocktail wa�

termarking scheme is brie�y reviewed� Then� multiple watermark hiding for image protection and

authentication is described in detail in Sec� �� Analysis of our method with respect to fragile water�

marking is conducted in Sec� � Finally� simulation results and conclusions are given in Secs� � and

�� respectively�

� Review of Cocktail Watermarking

In ���� ���� we proposed a novel image protection scheme called �cocktail watermarking�� We analyzed

and pointed out the inadequacy of the available modulation techniques commonly used in ordinary

spread spectrum watermarking methods and visual model�based ones� To resolve this inadequacy�

two watermarks which play complementary roles are simultaneously embedded into a host image

using a complementary modulation strategy which includes positive modulation �PM� and negative

modulation �NM�� The �rst watermark is inserted based on a positive modulation rule employed to

increasingly modulate the transformed coe�cients of a host image� In addition� the second watermark

is embedded based on a negative modulation rule which is used to decreasingly modulate the trans�

formed coe�cients of a host image� Based on analysis on the behaviors of attacks� we have con�rmed

that the new watermarking scheme guarantees that� no matter what kind of attack is encountered� at

least one watermark can survive well� We also conduct a statistical analysis to derive the lower bound

of the worst likelihood that the better watermark �out of the two� can be extracted� With this �high�

lower bound� it is ensured that a �better� extracted watermark will always be obtained for noise�like

watermark hiding ���� as well as bipolar watermark hiding ���� under the constraint that the original

image is required in the detection process�

In the cocktail watermarking scheme ���� ���� there are three major ways to achieve robustness�

They are� ��� bipolar watermarking �the designated watermark�� �	� complementary modulation �the

hiding rule�� and ��� use of a wavelet�based human visual system ���� to control the hiding strength�
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Our theoretical analysis and experimental results have shown that cocktail watermarking can really

achieve the requirement of high robustness� In cocktail watermarking ���� ��� 	��� the complementary

modulation rules used in the embedding process is summarized as follows�

Positive modulation�

Tm�xp� yp� �

���
��

T �xp� yp� � J�xp� yp� � nbottom � w� T �xp� yp� � ��
T �xp� yp� � J�xp� yp� � ntop � w� T �xp� yp� � ��

���

Negative modulation�

Tm�xn� yn� �

���
��

T �xn� yn� � J�xn� yn� � ntop � w� T �xn� yn� � ��
T �xn� yn� � J�xn� yn� � nbottom � w� T �xn� yn� � ��

�	�

T ��� �� here can be a coe�cient of any transformation ���� ��� 	��� J��� �� represents the JND values

obtained from a visual model� and ntop�nbottom represents the value retrieved from the top�bottom

of the sorted watermark sequence n� w is an image�dependent weight used to control the maximum

possible modi�cation that will lead to the least image quality degradation� A watermark embedded

using negative modulation is called a �negatively modulated watermark�� and a watermark embedded

using positive modulation is called a �positively modulated watermark��

� The Proposed Multipurpose Watermarking Algorithm

This section will elaborate on the proposed approach in detail� Our scheme has been developed

for gray�scale images and color images but is also feasible for other types of media� The wavelet�

transformed domain is adopted due to its excellent multiscale and precise localization properties�

Furthermore� the availability of public masking thresholds ���� is another important reason why this

domain was chosen� The lowest wavelet subband used in this work is constrained to be �� � ���
Conventional noise�like watermarking ��� ��� 	�� or bipolar watermarking ���� �	� ��� cannot be used

in the current scheme� We shall describe in the subsequent sections what type of a watermark should

be designed�

��� Basic Concept

In order to satisfy copyright protection and content authentication requirements simultaneously� a

hidden watermark should be designed in a form that can carry the approximate information of a
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host image� In this manner� two purposes are accomplishable� ��� For fragile watermarking� the

amount of change of a hidden watermark can be correctly calculated without accessing the host

image� �	� For robust watermarking� the polarity of change of a hidden watermark can be determined

obliviously� The amount of change and the polarity of change corresponding to a hidden watermark

are helpful in calculating the detector responses of a robust watermark and a fragile watermark� To

record the host image�s information in the hiding process� the selected wavelet coe�cients should

be modulated using the cocktail watermarking strategy ���� ���� At this stage� the hiding places

are randomly divided into two groups� one group is for positive modulation� and the other one

is for negative modulation� Because the JND values of a wavelet�based human visual system are

publicly available ����� they are utilized to transform the host image�s wavelet coe�cients into another

set of data using a quantization process� This new set of data can be regarded as the watermark

values� which will be used in the hiding process� In the watermark detection process� the watermark

values will be blindly extracted through a quantization operation� Finally� the host image can be

recovered using a strategy which will be described in Sec� ���� It is noteworthy that based on the

extracted watermarks and the hidden watermarks� the amount of modi�cation can be determined

and then used for fragile watermarking� On the other hand� if the recovered host image is also

taken into consideration� then the polarity of modi�cation can be easily detected and then used for

robust watermarking� Note that this multipurpose watermarking scheme is performed by embedding

watermarks only once without considering their hiding order� The details of this process will be given

in Sec� ��	� In general� the proposed multipurpose watermarking scheme can be applied to a variety

of applications covering di�erent media� For a speci�c application� a suitable watermark detection

process should be determined by the user� The details of the watermark detection scheme will be

presented in Sec� �� to explain why our watermarks can be either robust or fragile�

��� Hiding� Quantization of Wavelet Coe�cients as Masking Threshold Units

�MTUs�

In this section� we will describe how to embed watermarks and record the host image�s information�

Conventionally� watermarks are embedded in transformed coe�cients which are larger in magnitude�

Let ws�o�x� y� be a selected wavelet coe�cient with scale s� orientation o� and position �x� y�� We

modulate ws�o�x� y� to derive w
m
s�o�x� y� using the i�th watermark value� kH�i�� The relation between






�x� y� and i is a mapping function map� which can be de�ned as follows ���� ����

map�x� y� �

���
��

i� for positive modulation�

�i� for negative modulation�
���

Basically� the mapping results are stored for watermark detection�

The main goal in using kH to modulate ws�o�x� y� is to quantize the selected wavelet coe�cients

into masking threshold units �MTUs�� which are publicly available ����� Let JNDs�o�x� y� be the

masking threshold ���� corresponding to ws�o�x� y�� we can calculate an integer quantization value� q�

as

q�jmap�x� y�j� � b ws�o�x� y�

JNDs�o�x� y�
c� ��

where b�c denotes the floor operation� as a result� q�jmap�x� y�j� � Z and jq�jmap�x� y�j�j � � because
jws�o�x� y�j � jJNDs�o�x� y�j� Using q�jmap�x� y�j�� we can de�ne the interval of the q�jmap�x� y�j��th
MTU� ��q�jmap�x�y�j��� as follows�

��q�jmap�x�y�j�� �

���������
��������

�q�jmap�x� y�j� � JNDs�o�x� y� �q�jmap�x� y�j� � �� � JNDs�o�x� y���

if q�jmap�x� y�j� � ��
��q�jmap�x� y�j� � �� � JNDs�o�x� y� q�jmap�x� y�j� � JNDs�o�x� y���

if q�jmap�x� y�j� � ���

���

In order to obtain a transparent watermarked image� the modulated quantity should not exceed

JNDs�o�x� y�� According to our complementary modulation strategy ���� ���� a watermarking proce�

dure tends to move ws�o�x� y� located at the q�jmap�x� y�j��th MTU to its neighboring unit� Using
cocktail watermarking� we can embed two watermarks� respectively� based on a negative modulation

�NM� rule and a positive modulation �PM� rule as follows ���� ����

Negative modulation�

wm
s�o�x� y� �

���
��

q��map�x� y�� � JNDs�o�x� y�� �� if ws�o�x� y� � JNDs�o�x� y��

q��map�x� y�� � JNDs�o�x� y� � �� if ws�o�x� y� � �JNDs�o�x� y��
���

Positive modulation�

wm
s�o�x� y� � Q�map�x� y�� � JNDs�o�x� y�� �
�

where

Q�map�x� y�� � d ws�o�x� y�

JNDs�o�x� y�
e ���

and

jQ�map�x� y��j � jq�map�x� y��j � ��

�



d�e denotes the ceiling operation�
The modulated wavelet coe�cient� wm

s�o�x� y�� either falls into the �q��map�x� y�� � ���th MTU�
��q��map�x�y����� after the negative modulation rule is applied or falls into the Q�map�x� y���th MTU�

��Q�map�x�y��� after the positive modulation rule is applied� In other words� the original and the

modulated wavelet coe�cients are located at di�erent but contiguous MTUs� no matter what type of

modulation rule is applied� From the modulated wavelet coe�cients shown in Eqs� ��� and �
�� one

can calculate the modulated quantization index� qm� as

jqm�jmap�x� y�j�j �

���
��

jq��map�x� y��j � �� for negative modulation�

jq�map�x� y��j � �� for positive modulation�
���

The integer value qm�jmap�x� y�j� is regarded as an embedded watermark value� kH�i�� using either
negative modulation or positive modulation based on the sign of map�x� y�� If we want to take kH�i�

into consideration� the watermark hiding rules in Eqs� ��� and �
� should be rewritten as follows�

Negative modulation�

wm
s�o�x� y� �

���
��
�kH�i� � �� � JNDs�o�x� y�� �� if ws�o�x� y� � JNDs�o�x� y��

�kH�i�� �� � JNDs�o�x� y� � �� if ws�o�x� y� � �JNDs�o�x� y��
����

Positive modulation�

wm
s�o�x� y� � jkH�i�j � JNDs�o�x� y�� ����

The hidden watermark kH can be used to evaluate the robustness and the fragility of the extracted

watermark without accessing the original image� As a result� the original image will never be used

again� thus� we can call the proposed multipurpose watermarking scheme an oblivious one�

��� Host Image Recovery

Using the hidden watermark kH � we can approximately reconstruct a host image with negligible

degradation� In what follows� we shall show how this can be done� Let the i�th watermark value be

kH�i�� it is equal to the quantization index� q
m�jmap�x� y�j�� as indicated in Eq� ���� The recovered

quantization value� qr�jmap�x� y�j�� can be derived from Eq� ��� as follows�

jqr�jmap�x� y�j�j �

���
��

jqm��map�x� y��j � � � jkH��map�x� y��j � �� for NM�
jqm�map�x� y��j � � � jkH�map�x� y��j � �� for PM�

��	�

The di�erence�  � between a recovered wavelet coe�cient and its corresponding original wavelet

coe�cient is bounded by JNDs�o�x� y�� That is�

 � jqr�jmap�x� y�j� � JNDs�o�x� y�� ws�o�x� y�j � JNDs�o�x� y�� ����

�



where ws�o�x� y� is a selected wavelet coe�cient for hiding� Since our scheme has been designed based

on the characteristics of the human visual system� the recovered host image should be perceptually

indistinguishable from the original image�

��	 Watermark Detection

In this section� we shall describe how an embedded watermark can be detected� Let wa
s�o�x� y� be

a modulated wavelet coe�cient which has experienced attacks� the positively�negatively modulated

watermark value can be extracted without accessing the original image using a quantization process�

keH�jmap�x� y�j� � b wa
s�o�x� y�

JNDs�o�x� y�
c� ���

which depends on the sign of map�x� y� �de�ned in Eq� ����� By comparing the hidden watermark

�kH� and the extracted one �k
e
H�� the purpose of fragile watermarking can be achieved� On the other

hand� by comparing the hidden watermark� the extracted watermark and the host image�s information

�qr�� the goal of robust watermarking can be achieved� Note that the detector response �robustness

or fragility� can be separately calculated in our scheme� In what follows� we shall describe in detail

how this can be done�

����� Detection of Robust Watermarks

Robust watermarks are expected to resist any attack of any strength �gentle or severe�� If the signs

of �kH�i�� qr�i�� and �keH�i�� qr�i�� are the same� i�e�� the majority of the transformed coe�cients in

the modulation and attacking processes are updated toward the same polarity� then they contribute

positively to the detector response� A higher detector response provides stronger evidence that keH is a

genuine watermark� The detector response of robust watermarking �called �robust detector response��

is de�ned as

�robust�kH � k
e
H� �

PNw
i�� sign�kH�i� � qr�i�� � sign�keH�i� � qr�i��

Nw

� ����

where Nw is the watermark length and

sign�u� �

���
��
�� u � ��
��� u � ��

����

For robust watermarking� two detector responses are obtained with respect to the two complementary

watermarks� The larger one is chosen as the �nal detector response� meanwhile� the type of incoming

attack can be understood ���� ��� 	���

��



����� Detection of Fragile Watermarks based on the Characteristics of the Human Vi�

sual System

Fragile watermarks are di�erent from robust watermarks and are supposed to be sensitive to tamper�

ing� Based on the standard of the human visual system� an image pixel is considered to have been

tampered with if the di�erence between a hidden watermark value and its corresponding extracted

watermark value is larger than t �t � �� masking units� When t is set to be �� this means that if the
amount of modi�cation exceeds the tolerance of the human visual system� then this modi�cation will

be considered to be malicious� However� images may be unavoidably manipulated by some incidental

processes� such as compression� Under these circumstances� we cannot think of these incidental pro�

cesses as malicious ones� In other words� a fragile watermarking scheme should be robust to incidental

distortions� As we have noted with respect to cocktail watermarking ���� ���� incidental modi�cation

like compression tends to decrease the magnitudes of the transformed coe�cients� On the other hand�

incidental modi�cation like sharpening tends to increase the magnitudes of the transformed coe��

cients� In what follows� we shall discuss the safe range into which a fragile watermark should fall when

incidental distortions are encountered� Suppose a wavelet coe�cient x was originally located at the

�j � �� � th masking unit� is moved to the j � th masking unit and� thus� becomes xM after NM �

xM is considered to not have been tampered with as long as the tampered coe�cient� xT � falls in the

range between the �j � t� � th and the �j � �� � th masking units� Under these circumstances� the

number of masking units �corresponding to NM� in the left interval and the right interval of xT is t

and �� respectively� In other words� the untampered range is asymmetric with respect to xT � This

situation also applies similarly to PM � The tampered region and the robust region corresponding to

negative modulation and positive modulation are illustrated in Fig� �� Basically� our watermarking

strategy makes the authentication process more robust �less fragile� to incidental distortions� If xT

is obtained by applying a compression�enhancing process� then xM still has a good chance of being

credible because the left�right interval of xM is longer� On the other hand� fragility is determined

from the other �shorter� interval �only one masking unit�� Hence� tampering detection of a negatively

modulated watermark is de�ned as

T neg�i� �

������
�����

�� jkH�i�j � jkeH�i�j � jkH�i� � keH�i�j � t�

�� jkH�i�j � jkeH�i�j � jkH�i� � keH�i�j � ��
�� otherwise�

��
�

��



where � is an �and� operation� On the other hand� tampering detection of a positively modulated
watermark is de�ned as

T pos�i� �

������
�����

�� jkH�i�j � jkeH�i�j � jkH�i�� keH�i�j � t�

�� jkH�i�j � jkeH�i�j � jkH�i�� keH�i�j � ��
�� otherwise�

����

In sum� the global detector response of fragile watermarking �called �fragile detector response�� is

de�ned as

�negfragile�kH � k
e
H� �

PNw
i�� T

neg�i�

Nw

and

�posfragile�kH � k
e
H� �

PNw
i�� T

pos�i�

Nw
�

respectively� for negative modulation and positive modulation� Note that di�erent t values enable our

authentication scheme to adapt to various distortions� The fragility of an incidental process can be

determined by

Min��negfragile�kH � k
e
H�� �

pos
fragile�kH � k

e
H��� ����

Robustness and the perception�based fragility will be carefully analyzed in Sec� �

����� Detection of Fragile Watermarks based on Tendency of Attacks

As we have described in Sec� ���	� incidental tampering is said to have occurred if the detector

response of a fragile watermark �Eq� ��� is smaller than a preset threshold� However� the threshold

is sometimes di�cult to determine� In this section� a criterion is provided to judge the fragility based

on the assumption that incidental manipulation tends to behave consistently while malicious one dose

not� The consistency of attacking behavior can be de�ned as BRfragile� which is expressed as

BRfragile �
MAX��posfragile��� ��� �negfragile��� ���
MIN��posfragile��� ��� �negfragile��� ���

� �	��

whereMAX��� �� andMIN��� �� are the maximum and the minimum operations� respectively� Inciden�
tal processing will have the tendency to have a large BRfragile value� The threshold used for deciding

the existence of non�malicious tampering is easier to derive than the one chosen in Eq� ���

����� Detection of Fragile Watermarks based on Invariance Property

Tampering can also be detected by checking some invariance properties� It has been found that

perception�based fragility can resist compression �JPEG or SPIHT � up to the middle compression

�	



ratio� Previous feature�based image authentication methods �	� �� su�ered from the problem of shift�

ing feature points when the compression ratios ranged from middle to high� Lin and Chang ����

proposed a solution which is able to resist JPEG compression with any ratios� In this work� we shall

adopt their invariance property to check the degree of similarity between watermarks� Because two

complementary watermarks are embedded in our multipurpose watermarking scheme� the invariance

property is checked based on the two watermarks� It is expected that the relationship between the

two hidden watermarks will be maintained after incidental manipulations� Let kneg and kpos be the

two watermarks hidden by means of negative modulation and positive modulation� respectively� and

let keneg and k
e
pos be the two extracted watermarks� We de�ne the invariance property between a pair

of watermark values located in the same position as follows�

	 if kneg�i� � kpos�i� � � then k
e
neg�i� � kepos�i� � ��

	 if kneg�i� � kpos�i� � � then k
e
neg�i� � kepos�i� � ��

	 if kneg�i� � kpos�i� � � then k
e
neg�i� � kepos�i� � ��

If any one of the above three conditions is satis�ed� then we can say that there no tampering has

occurred�

��
 Normalization of the Hidden Watermark kH

The hidden watermark kH is designed to carry the information of a host image and is� therefore�

dependent on the host image� Any randomly selected watermark kr may be highly correlated with

the hidden watermark kH � and this will cause a severe false positive problem� Hence� kH should be

normalized to N��� �� as Cox et al� did in ���� This procedure will make kH and kr statistically

independent� Let �m�	� be the mean and the standard deviation of the hidden watermark kH � The

normalized kH is denoted as kG� where

kG�i� �
kH�i��m

	
� �	��

To compute the false positive and false negative probability� the Gaussian distributed watermark kG

is used� The pair �m�	� is regarded as an image�dependent watermark �IDW� key and is jointly used

with kG to generate kH �using Eq� �	��� for watermark hiding �Sec� ��	�� host image recovery �Sec�

���� and watermark detection �Sec� ����

��



� Analysis

In this section� we will analyze the robustness and the fragility of the proposed multipurpose water�

marking scheme used for integrity veri�cation� Suppose a wavelet coe�cient ws�o�x� y� was originally

located at the �j � ��� th masking unit� is moved to the j � th masking unit after NM and becomes

wm
s�o�x� y�� The tampering e�ect can be modeled as follows�

wa
s�o�x� y� � wm

s�o�x� y� � ns�o�x� y�� �		�

where wa
s�o�x� y� is the tampered coe�cient and the amount of modi�cation ns�o�x� y� is assumed to

be Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance 	� Under negative modulation� wa
s�o�x� y� is

thought of as unchanged if wa
s�o�x� y� falls into the robust range� which is t masking units to the left

of wm
s�o�x� y� and � masking unit to the right of w

m
s�o�x� y�� Therefore� the probability that a coe�cient

will still be credible after attacks is de�ned as

pnegrr � Pf�t � JNDs�o�x� y� � ns�o�x� y� � � � JNDs�o�x� y�g� �	��

pnegrr can be rewritten as

pnegrr � Pf�t � JNDs�o�x� y� � ns�o�x� y� � �g � Pf� � ns�o�x� y� � � � JNDs�o�x� y�g

� erf�
t � JNDs�o�x� y�

		
� � erf�

JNDs�o�x� y�

		
�

� P neg
l � P neg

r � �	�

where erf��� is the error function� de�ned as

erf�
� �
	p
�

Z �

�
e�u

�

du�

For positive modulation� a similar result can be derived� where

pposrr � Pf�JNDs�o�x� y� � ns�o�x� y� � t � JNDs�o�x� y�g

� Pf�JNDs�o�x� y� � ns�o�x� y� � �g� Pf� � ns�o�x� y� � t � JNDs�o�x� y�g

� erf�
JNDs�o�x� y�

		
� � erf�

t � JNDs�o�x� y�

		
�

� P pos
l � P pos

r � �	��

According to Eqs� �	� and �	��� we know that

P neg
l � P pos

r � P neg
r � P pos

l �

�



P neg
l and P pos

r re�ect the degree of robustness against incidental distortions� such as compression

and sharpening� On the other hand� the degree of sensitivity in response to malicious tampering is

determined by P neg
r and P pos

l �

The three parameters� JND� t� and 	� are closely related to pnegrr and pposrr � First� the larger

JNDs�o�x� y� is� the more robust �less fragile� the watermark is� This is because either p
neg
rr or pposrr

is large� If t and 	 are �xed at all wavelet�transformed scales� then our scheme is more sensitive

to distortions at lower frequencies in terms of fragility� Secondly� t controls the tradeo� between

robustness and fragility in our fragile watermarking scheme� as described in Sec� ���	� In other

words� the larger t is� the larger P neg
l and P pos

r are� This means that under NM�PM � tampering on

the left�right interval of xms�o�x� y� is more robust than tampering on the right�left interval of x
m
s�o�x� y��

This again con�rms our assertion with regard to perception�based fragile watermark detection given in

Sec� ���	� Thirdly� it should be noted that the smaller 	 is� the larger P neg
l and P pos

r are� This implies

that like distortions with smaller 	 are easy to overcome because they are similar to modi�cations like

compression with small�to�middle ratios� For manipulation like content replacement� 	 is often larger

and the manipulation is expected to be detected whenever t is not very large�

� Experimental Results

A series of experiments was conducted to demonstrate the robustness and the fragility of the pro�

posed multipurpose watermarking scheme� In addition to gray�scale images� color images were also

considered� Among the existing color systems� Y CbCr was chosen for two reasons� ��� it has been

adopted in many compression standards� �	� masking thresholds are available ����� For color image

watermarking� the watermarks were embedded and detected in the Y channel because humans are

more sensitive to this channel� The �owchart of our method is illustrated in Fig� 	�


�� Results of Fragile Watermarking

The degree of fragility was veri�ed using the gray�scale �MonaLisa� image� size 	�� � 	��� as shown
in Fig� ��a�� The length of a watermark depends on both the host image and the wavelet�based visual

model� Here� its length was dynamically determined to �	� Using cocktail watermarking ���� ����

��� wavelet coe�cients were modulated� The PSNR of the watermarked image shown in Fig� ��b�

was ���
 dB� It is noted that no perceptual distortion could be observed on a computer screen at a

distance of �	 in ����� As expected� no tampering results were detected from the unmodi�ed image

��



�Fig� ��b��� Next� the watermarked MonaLisa image was slightly modi�ed at the position of her

face by means of texturing� as shown in Fig� ��c�� We wanted to see whether our fragile watermarks

were sensitive to this type of malicious modi�cation� Figs� ��d�
�f� show when t � �� the tampering
detection results at di�erent scales� Figs� ��g�
�i� show another set of results when t � ��� It is found
that in Fig� � that the altered regions were almost located� It is worth noticing that for di�erent t

values� the di�erence between kH and k
e
H only slightly reduced even when t has been changed from �

to ��� This implies that our multipurpose watermarking scheme is indeed fragile enough because the

change of t would not a�ect fragility signi�cantly� Furthermore� a color beach image� size ��	 � ��	
�shown in Fig� �� was also used to demonstrate the fragility of our approach� The watermarks were

embedded in the illumination channel� and the PSNR was 	�� dB �Fig� �b��� An umbrella was

placed on the watermarked image to change the image� as shown in Fig� �c�� Figs� �d�
�i� show the
tampering detection results at di�erent scales with respect to t � � and t � ��� respectively� Again�

we can see that all the altered regions were successfully detected�

In addition to malicious tampering� some incidental modi�cations caused by compression were

used to check the robustness of our fragile watermarking scheme� The perception�based fragility

and the invariance�based fragility were compared with respect to JPEG and SPIHT compression�

respectively� The results of these comparisons are summarized in Table � and Table 	� From the two

tables� it is obvious that the watermark embedded using negative modulation �NM� was more robust

to compression than was that embedded using positive modulation �PM� by comparing their fragile

detector response� The reason why this is true was given in our previous work ���� ���� Basically�

cocktail watermarking is designed to resist di�erent kinds of attacks� Besides� a threshold �e�g�� �����

can be used ���� to judge the robustness of a fragile watermarking scheme� This threshold may be

application�dependent and is sometimes hard to determine� However� if the fragile detector response

with respect to incidental modi�cation could be controlled to be as small as possible� then it will be

helpful to the selection of a threshold� As we can see in Table � and Table 	� the fragile detector

responses with respect to NM are much smaller than those of ���� and are almost comparable with

those of INV �invariance�� This means that the robustness of incidental manipulation could be

achieved to some extent while preserving fragility of malicious tampering� On the other hand� if the

INV between watermark values is utilized� our approach can be extremely robust to compression�

In addition to compression� there are also some incidental manipulations ��� needed to be handled

for fragile watermarking� for example� rescaling� histogram equalization� bright�contrast change� and

noise addition� The criterion mentioned in Sec� ���� was used to measure the robustness of our frag�

��



ile watermarking scheme when incidental manipulations were encountered� The cocktail watermarked

MonaLisa image �Fig� ��b�� was modi�ed by SPIHT with compression ratio �� � ��� JPEG compres�

sion with quality factor �	�!�� rescaling� histogram equalization� contrast enhancement� and Gaussian

noise addition� respectively� as shown in Figs� ��a�
�f�� The behavior ratio of fragility �BRfragile�

with respect to t �� � t � ��� is depicted in Fig� ��g�� As we have described previously� there was
no signi�cant fragility loss even t was increased from � to ��� It can be observed from Fig� ��g� that

all curves turned �at when t was increased� The above mentioned experimental results indicate that

a larger t will be bene�cial to robustness but will not seriously a�ect fragility� On the other hand�

a larger behavior ratio of fragility �BRfragile� resulted from a larger t re�ects that the behaviors of

an attack can be captured by NM or PM � These phenomena con�rmed what we have discussed in

Sec� ����� The experimental results shown in Fig� ��g� can be summarized as follows� The value of

BRfragile is always larger than or equal to  as t increases under the SPIHT compression� contrast

adjusting� and JPEG compression� All of these manipulations can thus be considered as incidental�

On the other hand� our approach fails to tolerate Gaussian noise adding because BRfragile is too small�

For the cases of histogram equalization and rescaling� our approach sometimes works but sometimes

doesn�t�


�� Results of Robust Watermarking

In this section� we shall discuss the experimental results with regard to robust watermarking� The

�sailboat� image� size 	�� � 	��� as shown in Fig� ��a�� was used to evaluate the robustness of our
scheme� The length of every single hidden watermark was ��	�� and a total of ����� wavelet coe�cients

were modulated� The PSNR of the watermarked image shown in Fig� ��b� was ���� dB� Under these

circumstances� no perceptual distortion was observed on a computer screen at a distance of �	 in

����� 	� di�erent attacks� including blurring� median �ltering� rescaling� histogram equalization� jitter

attack� changing the brightness�contrast� the negative �lm e�ect� segmentation� Gaussian noise adding�

mosaicing� sharpening� texturizing� shading� the ripple e�ect� netdotting� uniform noise adding� the

twirl e�ect� SPIHT compression� JPEG compression� StirMark� dithering� pixel spreading� and

cropping were selected to test the robustness of our watermarking scheme� Some of the 	� attacked

watermarked images are shown in Figs� ��c�
�h�� Fig� 
 shows the robust watermark detection
results obtained under the 	� attacks� For each pair of detected watermarks� one watermark could be

destroyed �with lower response� while the other survived well �with higher detector response�� The

lowest detector response as shown in Fig� 
 was ���	 �the ��th attack�� which corresponds to the

�




Gaussian noise attack� We used the worst result to verify the uniqueness requirement� i�e�� to show

the false positive probability� Fig� � shows the detector responses with respect to ����� random marks

�including the hidden one� i�e�� the �����th mark�� It is obvious that the response with respect to

the hidden one is a recognizable spike� Basically� more accuracy is needed in selecting a reasonable

threshold to determine the existence of an extracted watermark� For this reason� analysis of false

positive and false negative probability is indispensable �����

In e�ect� we have found that the current oblivious cocktail watermarking scheme is as good as the

previously proposed non�oblivious one ���� ��� in terms of robustness�

� Conclusion

A multipurpose watermarking scheme which can be applied to achieve both authentication and pro�

tection of multimedia data has been presented in this paper� Watermarks are embedded once in the

hiding process and can be blindly extracted for di�erent applications in the detection process� The

proposed scheme has three special features� ��� The approximation information of a host image is kept

in the hiding process by utilizing masking thresholds de�ned based on the human visual system �����

�	� Oblivious and robust watermarking is achieved� ��� An asymmetric robust range is adopted for

fragile watermarking to achieve malicious tampering detection and non�malicious tampering tolerance�

Using this multipurpose watermarking scheme� we not only want to verify data integrity but also want

to con�rm the rightful ownership� Experimental results have demonstrated that our watermarking

scheme is extremely e�ective for content authentication and copyright protection� In addition to im�

ages �gray�scale and color�� this method has been extended to audio watermarking� To the best of our

knowledge� this is the �rst method that combines both robust watermarking and fragile watermarking

into one approach�

Future work will focus on eliminating the need of storing and retrieving the mapping �le and the

hidden watermarks �considered as the secret keys� for watermark detection� It is believed that secret

key detection will encumber the automation and portability of watermarking� We shall put more

time on studying the public key issue �	
�� This is because public key detection admits of reading the

watermarks for everybody and of removing them only by an authorized person�
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�a�

�b�

Figure �� Illustration of the tampered region and the robust region for �a� negative modulation �NM�

and �b� positive modulation �PM� when t��� The arrow with the label NM or PM indicates the

direction of alternation in the hiding process� Note that the robust region �indicated with f� is
asymmetric with respect to j for t � ��

	�



�a�

�b�

Figure 	� The �owchart of our multipurpose watermarking scheme� �a� watermark hiding� �b� water�

mark detection�

	



�a� �b� �c�

�d� �e� �f�

�g� �h� �i�

Figure �� Malicious tampering detection� �a� host image� �b� watermarked image� �c� image after

malicious tampering� �d�
�f� the tampering detection results at the 	� 
 	� scales with respect to
t � �� �g�
�i� the tampering detection results at the 	� 
 	� scales with respect to t � ���

	�



�a� �b� �c�

�d� �e� �f�

�g� �h� �i�

Figure � Tampering detection of object placement� �a� host image� �b� watermarked image� �c�

image after object placing� �d�
�f� the tampering detection results at the 	� 
 	� scales with respect
to t � �� �g�
�i� the tampering detection results at the 	� 
 	� scales with respect to t � ���
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Table �� Tampering degree evaluation under JPEG compression�

Compression Ratio �Quality Factor !�
Degree of tampering

t�� t�� t�� INV

NM PM NM PM NM PM

���
�
�!� ����
 ���	� ����� ���	� ����� ���	� �����
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Table 	� Tampering degree evaluation under SPIHT compression�

Compression Ratio
Degree of tampering
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Figure �� Fragile watermarks facing incidental tampering� �a� SPIHT with compression ratio � � ��

�b� JPEG with quality factor 	�! �compression ratio � 	� � ��� �c� rescaled� �d� histogram equalized�
�e� contrast adjusted� �f� Gaussian noise added� �g� the BRfragile values obtained at di�erent t �� �
t � ��� with respect to six distinct incidental manipulations�
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Figure �� Robust watermarking� �a� host image �b� watermarked image� �c�
�h� attacked image
corresponding to segmentation� shading� the twirl e�ect� JPEG compression� dithering� and cropping�
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Figure 
� Detector response for robust watermarks�
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Figure �� Uniqueness veri�cation of robust watermarking under a Gaussian noise adding attack�

�a� attacked image after the Gaussian noise was added� �b� the detector responses of the extracted

watermark with respect to ����� random marks �including the hidden one� the �����th mark��
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